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Clayver: innovation,
technology and tradition
Precision and scientific
inspection of the materials
Clayver is a ceramic container designed specifically for winemaking, including fermentation, conservation and refinement of the product.
It is the result of a long process of research and experimentation. All the barrels are produced by us, under our direct
supervision, from raw materials that we carefully select from
the best suppliers, to guarantee uniformity and consistency in
the final product

.

Features of Clayver products

..
..
.
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Ceramics certified for food use
Controlled porosity
Patented hermetic closure
High thermal inertia
Easy cleaning

Every single sample of material undergoes specific tests that guarantee its quality and let us trace every
single barrel.
This allows us to offer a product of
the highest craftsmanship based on
scientific precision and technological know-how

.
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CHAMPIONS OF
TRACEABILITY!

Accuracy, traceability
and certification.
A guaranteed
natural material.
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Clayver Material
Clayver ceramic wine barrels are made from a special homogeneous and compact natural ceramic stoneware. This material is similar in many respects to
natural granite: it is impermeable to liquids and therefore does not require any
measure to prevent evaporation.
The intrinsic microporous structure of the ceramic material can allow gas exchange
with the outside of the vessel, but only in limited quantities and over very long time
scales. The container is therefore also suitable for long ageing periods.

Clayver's added values

.The use of an eccellent material;
.A reliable production system that guarantees the repetitive quality
of the forming process;
.The traceability the archive of coded samples;
.Periodic laboratory analysis;
.Machinery built by the company itself, which guarantee, through
technique and manual skills, special surface finishes and quality
control of the product.
6

Clayver is a
"clever" choice.
It stands out for the
use of excellent materials and a
production system
that guarantees the
repetitive quality
of moulding.
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A GREAT WINE INSIDE
A GREAT NATURAL STONEWARE:
A CLAYVER PATENT

Stoneware: why?

Ceramic stoneware is a homogeneous material.
In addition to high compressive strength, it has good
flexural tensile strength, considering its stone nature,
and high hardness

.
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Material features: natural ceramic stoneware

Specific weight
2,3 [g/cm³]
Breaking load
tensile strength
10÷20 [N/mm²]
Hardness
7 [Mohs]
Coefficient
thermal expansion
5 ∙ 10-⁶ [K-¹]

Breaking load
in compression
100÷200 [N/mm²]

Thermal conductivity
1,2 [W/(m ∙ k)]
Carico di rottura
a flessione
15÷40 [N/mm²]
Elastic module
50.000 [MPa]
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Wood

Clayver Stoneware

Distinctive technical data of
Clayver stoneware

..
.

Oxygen distance in O₂ 121 pm
Oxygen-hydrogen water molecule distance 95.84 pm
Water molecule hydrogen distance152.50 pm

267

266
169

146
H2O

O2

Focus on the porosity of Clayver stoneware in relation to a fluid molecule

..
.

Covalent oxygen radius 73 pm
Hydrogen covalent radius 37 pm
Water molecule angle 104.45°

..
.
.

Open porosity 5%

Bulk density
2.34 g/cm³
Diameter of average
pore diameter 0.04 μm
Constrictiveness 0.76

.
.
..
.

Permeability
4.6 ∙ 10-¹⁸ m²
Hydraulic conductivity
2.50∙ 10-¹¹ m/s
Water absorption 2.1%

Hydraulic leakage
(initial) 0.0035 l/h
Flow of O2
standard type 5mg/litre/year
type O+ 13mg/litre/year
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Comparison with
other materials
Differences with steel
• Thanks to the material composition and the wall

• From a compositional point of view, terracotta, unlike

thickness, which is greater than 2.5 cm, Clayver
provides greater thermal insulation;
• Zero electrical conductivity, thus avoiding possible
problems of wine reduction;
• Small residual porosity which allows a modest gas
exchange with the outside.

Clayver, consists of a single kind of clay.
• From a functional point of view compared to Clayver, terracotta has a much higher and often excessive
porosity. To be used it needs waterproofing to be able to
contain liquids.
• Chemically, terracotta and coloured earth always
contain plenty of iron and sometimes (which should
always be checked so as not to violate food regulations)
heavy metals.

Differences with wood
• Clayver material does not release substances

to the wine;
• Clayver's porosity is equivalent to that of wood, but
the wood but the gas exchange is generally lower, due
to the different organic matrix of wood.
Differences with concrete
Clayver is comparable to concrete in terms of its impermeability and thermal insulation. However, Clayver undergoes a high-temperature treatment that makes it more
stable than cement, which hardens when cold. Clayver
barrels therefore acquire a very high chemical resistance
to strong acids and bases, which cement does not have.
Differences with terracotta
and coloured earths
Clayver natural stoneware is a special ceramic with an
authentic colour fired at high temperature.

Maintenance: how to clean Clayver
In order to clean Clayver, acidic or basic solutions can
be used under reasonable conditions.
For example, in the case of acids, hydrofluoric acid
should be avoided, and in the case of strong bases such
as caustic soda, 100°C should not be exceeded.
It is also possible to use steam, with the precaution of
allowing the vessel to cool naturally afterwards, without
any kind of coercion.
Our food guarantees
Ceramics have regulations regarding their use in foodstuffs and must comply with precise limits regarding the
release of cadmium and lead in an acid environment.
Clayver does not contain any of these substances. Also
with regard to all other elements present in its natural
composition, Clayver has passed all release tests in acid
solutions with a pH below 2.5

.
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INNOVAZIONE
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Ceramic wine barrels
Tradition meets innovation
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Ceramic barrels come to life through a process that from the raw material goes through
the stages of shaping, finishing, sintering,
grinding, leak testing and packaging.
Each stage, followed with the utmost care
and precision, is part of a scientific process
that guarantees a measurable and
high-performance result

.

The fascination of
the technique, the
reliability of the
final result.
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A wine cellar based on Clayver

16
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A full Clayver wine cellar?
It can be done.
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LUNA

Clayver 250l
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Clayver 250l
Luna configuration

785
810

252

850

The 'Luna' barrel is the smallest of the Clayver range and the most iconic.
It is a perfect circle, with its minimal and always
contemporary design, to make your wine cellar
futuristic and atmospheric.

.

It is presented with different
configurations on the following pages
Weight: 120 kg (empty)
Capacity: 250l
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Glass filler
P.53 - cod. CL112

Glass lid
+ Ring with stainless
steel brackets
P.52 - cod. CL103 e cod. CL104

Ceramic barrel
Luna 250l
P.19 - cod. CL003

Stainless
steel support
P.54 - cod. CL201

Drain with
valve 32 DIN
P.53 - cod. CL105
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Glass filler

Vertical wine taster
P.53 - cod. CL117

P.53 - cod. CL112

Stainless steel lid
P.52 - cod. CL116

Ceramic barrel
Luna 250l
P.19 - cod. CL003

Stainless
steel support
P.54 - cod. CL201

Drain with
valve 32 DIN
P.53 - cod. CL105
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Vertical wine taster
P.53 - cod. CL117

Two-way valve
P.53 - cod. CL118

Stainless steel lid
P.52 - cod. CL116

Ceramic barrel
Luna 250l
P.19 - cod. CL003

Stainless
steel support
P.54 - cod. CL201

Drain with
valve 32 DIN
P.53 - cod. CL105
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CONFIGURATIONS
CERAMIC BARRELS
MODEL CLAYVER LUNA 250l

The 'Luna' barrel is the
smallest of the Clayver
range and the most iconic.
It is a perfect circle, with its
minimal and always contemporary design, to make
your wine cellar futuristic
and atmospheric. In this
container the convective
movements of the wine are
naturally favoured.
It is practical, easy to clean
and easy to move with a
pallet truck, thanks also to
its stainless steel support.
Either the glass lid or the
stainless steel lid can be
mounted in any case

.
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Luna 01
. Ceramic Barrel 250l cod. CL003
. O-Ring for glass lid cod. CL103
. Rings with clamps for stainless steel lid
cod. CL104
. Silicone cap

Luna 02
. Ceramic Barrel 250l cod. CL003
. O-Ring for glass lid cod. CL103
. Rings with clamps for stainless steel lid
cod. CL104
. Glass filler cod. CL112

Luna 03
. Ceramic Barrel 250l cod. CL003
. O-Ring for glass lid cod. CL103
. Ring with stainless steel brackets per
Glass lid cod. CL104
. Silicone cap
. Stainless steel support cod. CL201
. Drain with valve 32 DIN cod. CL105

Luna 04
. Ceramic Barrel 250l cod. CL003
. O-Ring for glass lid cod. CL103
. Ring with stainless steel brackets per
Glass lid cod. CL104
. Glass filler cod. CL112
. Stainless steel support cod. CL201
. Drain with valve 32 DIN cod. CL105

Luna 05

Luna 06

Luna 07

opt. Wine taster cod. CL117

opt. Wine taster cod. CL117

opt. Wine taster cod. CL117

Luna 08

Luna 09

Luna 10

opt. Wine taster cod. CL117

opt. Wine taster cod. CL117

opt. Wine taster cod. CL117

. Ceramic Barrel 250l cod. CL003
. Stainless steel lid cod. CL116
. Silicone cap

. Ceramic Barrel 250l cod. CL003
. Stainless steel lid cod. CL116
. Silicone cap
. Stainless steel support cod. CL201
. Drain with valve 32 DIN cod. CL105

. Ceramic Barrel 250l cod. CL003
. Stainless steel lid cod. CL116
. Two-way valve cod. CL118

. Ceramic Barrel 250l cod. CL003
. Stainless steel lid cod. CL116
. Silicone cap
. Stainless steel support cod. CL201
. Two-way valve cod. CL118
. Drain with valve 32 DIN cod. CL105

. Ceramic Barrel 250l cod. CL003
. Stainless steel lid cod. CL116
. Glass filler cod. CL112

. Ceramic Barrel 250l cod. CL003
. Stainless steel lid cod. CL116
. Silicone cap
. Stainless steel support cod. CL201
. Glass filler cod. CL112
. Drain with valve 32 DIN cod. CL105
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C L A Y V E R
I N N OVAT I V E BY T R A D I T I O N
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GALATEA
Clayver 400l
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Clayver 400l
Configurations Galatea

1100

252

850

Galatea has an elongated, feminine, elegant shape. Its "egg" shape makes it possible to increase the volume of the container
while retaining the same capacity to exploit
convective movements.
The process takes place thanks to the spherical ends, which in maceration with the skins
maceration with the skins helps to keep the
cap compact and homogeneous.
The stainless steel support is palletisable and
easy to level

.
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Weight: 175 kg (empty)
Capacity: 400l

Glass filler
P.53 - cod. CL112

Glass lid
+ Ring with stainless
steel brackets
P.52 - cod. CL103 + cod. CL104

Ceramic barrel
Galatea 400l
P.27 - cod. CL005

Stainless
steel support
P.54 - cod. CL201

Drain with
valve 32 DIN
P.53 - cod. CL105
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Glass filler
P.53 - Cod. CL112

Vertical wine taster
P.53 - cod. CL117

Stainless steel lid
for vertical barrel
P. 52 - cod. CL116

Stainless
steel support
P.54 - cod. CL201

Ceramic barrel
Galatea 400l
P.27 - cod. CL005

Drain with
valve 32 DIN
P.53 - cod. CL105
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Two-way valve
P.53 - cod. CL118

Vertical wine taster
P.53 - cod. CL117

Stainless steel lid for
vertical barrel
P. 52 - cod. CL116

Stainless
steel support
P.54 - cod. CL201

Ceramic barrel
Galatea 400l
P.27 - cod. CL005

Drain with
valve 32 DIN
P.53 - cod. CL105
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CONFIGURATIONS
CERAMIC BARRELS
MODEL CLAYVER GALATEA 400l

According to Ovid,
Galatea was a beautiful
sea nymph, in love with
Acis, a young shepherd
whose lover she was, but
also the object of desire of

the Cyclops Polyphemus.
Polyphemus, finding the two in
a love affair, was jealous and
killed the Cyclops.

Galatea 01
. Ceramic Barrel 400l cod. CL005
. O-Ring for glass lid cod. CL103
. Rings with clamps for stainless steel lid
cod. CL104
. Silicone cap

Galatea 02

. Ceramic Barrel 400l cod. CL005
. O-Ring for glass lid cod. CL103
. Rings with clamps for stainless steel lid
cod. CL104
. Silicone cap
. Stainless steel support cod. CL201
. Drain with valve 32 DIN cod. CL105
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Galatea 03
. Ceramic Barrel 400l cod. CL005
. O-Ring for glass lid cod. CL103
. Ring with stainless steel brackets for
Glass lid cod. CL104
. Glass filler cod. CL112
. Stainless steel support cod. CL201
. Drain with valve 32 DIN cod. CL105

The nymph, distraught with grief,
turned her blood to keep their
love affair alive. A character
from mythology linked to the
myth of Polyphemus, which will
recur (p. 45).

Just like the bewitching
nymph, Galatea is elegant
and seductive, perfect for a
refined wine cellar

.

Galatea 04

Galatea 05

opt. Wine taster cod. CL117

opt. Wine taster cod. CL117

Galatea 06

Galatea 07

opt. Wine taster cod. CL117

opt. Wine taster cod. CL117

. Ceramic Barrel 400l cod. CL005
. Stainless steel lid cod. CL116
. Silicone cap

. Ceramic Barrel 400l cod. CL005
. Stainless steel lid cod. CL116
. Stainless steel support cod. CL201
. Glass filler cod. CL112
. Drain with valve 32 DIN cod. CL105

. Ceramic Barrel 400l cod. CL005
. Stainless steel lid cod. CL116
. Silicone cap
. Stainless steel support cod. CL201
. Drain with valve 32 DIN cod. CL105

. Ceramic Barrel 400l cod. CL005
. Stainless steel lid cod. CL116
. Stainless steel support cod. CL201
. Two-way valve cod. CL118
. Drain with valve 32 DIN cod. CL105
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WE KNOW VERY WELL OUR PRODUCT
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ORIZZONTE
Clayver 400l

35

Clayver 400l
Configurations Orizzonte
1100

A "horizon" of ceramic stoneware. Clayver
ceramic barrels make it possible to produce
wine of the highest quality.
The horizontal position of the 400l, with its
upper bung, allows it to be placed on single
or multiple supports similar to those commonly used for wooden barrels.
This allows us to build a perfect wine cellar
in which innovation and tradition coexist

.
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Weight: 175 kg (empty)
Capacity: 400l

850

252

50

Glass filler
P.53 - cod. CL112

Ceramic barrel
P.35 - cod. CL007

Stainless steel lid
complete for
horizontal barrel
P.52 - CL114

Single Horizontal stainless support in powder
coated aluminum
P.54 - cod. CL108
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CONFIGURATIONS
CERAMIC BARRELS
MODEL CLAYVER ORIZZONTE 400l

The Clayver range of
horizontal barrels allows
us to obtain wine of the
highest quality. Thanks
to its horizontal position,

the geometry of the barrel
facilitates positioning on
universal supports that
are commonly used for
other types of barrels

Orizzonte 01
. Horizontal Ceramic Barrel 400l
cod. CL007
. Silicone cap
. Stainless steel lid cod. CL114
opt. silicone expansion cap
opt. expansion cap knob

Orizzonte 02
. Horizontal Ceramic Barrel 400l
cod. CL007
. Silicone cap
. Stainless steel lid cod. CL114
. Horizontal aluminium single stand
powder coated cod. CL108

opt. silicone expansion cap
opt. expansion cap knob

38

such as wooden ones.
In this way we can
create wineries that are
capable of creating
an important dialogue

.

for a traditional and
innovative wine

Orizzonte 03
. Horizontal Ceramic Barrel 400l cod. CL007
. Glass filler cod. CL112
. Stainless steel lid cod. CL114
. Horizontal aluminium single stand
powder coated cod. CL108

opt. silicone expansion cap
opt. expansion cap knob

Orizzonte 04
. Horizontal Ceramic Barrel 400l cod. CL007
. Stainless steel lid cod. CL114
. Horizontal aluminium single stand
powder coated cod. CL108
. Silicone cap
. Pair of rollers for single support
opt. silicone expansion cap
opt. expansion cap knob
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ORIZZONTE TRIO
40

TRIO System

The advantage of a modular system
The TRIO system allows stacking of the 400l horizontal Clayver, for a total of 1200l,
thus optimising space and practicality of operations. Filling, emptying and washing
through the stainless steel front door is easy. The support can be standard (page 42)
or upgraded (page 43) to allow batonnage and rotomaceration operations

. Capacity 1200l
. Space optimisation
. Filling, battonage, emptying, washing on site
. Front door for internal accessibility
. Wine tasting
. Module handling with transpallet

.
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Orizzonte TRIO standard
. Three Horizontal Ceramic Barrels
400l cod. CL007
. Silicone cap
. Stainless steel lid cod. CL114
. Standard aluminium bracket
powder coated cod. CL107
opt. silicone expansion cap
opt. expansion cap knob
opt. glass filler cod. CL112
opt. support with rollers
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Orizzonte TRIO Oxoline
. Three Horizontal Ceramic Barrels
400l cod. CL007
. Silicone cap
. Stainless steel lid cod. CL114
. Oxoline support cod. CL110

opt. silicone expansion cap
opt. expansion cap knob
opt. glass filler cod. CL112

The TRIO system allows stacking of the 400l
horizontal Clayver, for a total of 1200l, thus
optimising space and practicality of operations.
Filling, emptying and washing through the stainless
steel front door is made easy. It is an enhanced
support that also allows batonnage and
rotomaceration operations

.
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CLAYVER, CUSTOMIZATION AND TECHNIQUE
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POLIFEMO
Clayver 650l
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Clayver 650l
Configurations Polifemo

1350

252

980

“Polifemo" is imposing and capacious. It allows for
a good capacity while maintaining the characteristic
of the monolithic Clayver stoneware product, with
a domed upper and lower part so as not to hinder
convective movements.
The upper manhole is made of stainless steel and is
equipped with a wine taster tap and a 2-way drain
valve. The lower stainless steel door is removable
and includes a partial drain with a 40 DIN valve.
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This solution also allows a total discharge from the
bottom, thus facilitating the phases of peel removal,
washing and sanitising.
This configuration includes a support with three supports and space underneath for the insertion of the
collection tray

.

Weight: 260 kg (empty)
Capacity: 650l

Two-way valve
P.53 - cod. CL118

Vertical wine taster
P.53 - cod. CL117

Lid in stainless steel
for vertical barrel
P. 52 - cod. CL115

Ceramic barrel
Polifemo 650l
P.45 - cod. CL008

Stainless steel
lower door
P. 52 - cod. CL116

Powder coated
steel support

Drain with
valve 40 DIN
P.53 - cod. CL105
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CONFIGURATIONS
CERAMIC BARREL
MODEL CLAYVER POLIFEMO 650l

According to Homer,
Polyphemus was a Cyclops,
an imposing mythological
figure with only one eye.
The son of the sea-god
Poseidon, he lived in his
cave, where Ulysses was

imprisoned, because of an
enormous rock. Ulysses, a
cunning man, approached the
Cyclops, flattering him and
offering him a wineskin.

Polifemo 01
. Ceramic Barrel 650l cod. CL008
. Full stainless steel lid cod. CL115
. Powder coated steel support
. Stainless steel lower door cod. CL116
. Drain with valve 40 DIN
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Polyphemus liked him so much that
he wanted to offer him a gift.
"Certainly the land that gives grain
produces for the Cyclops wine of
excellent grapes, and the rain of
Zeus makes it grow. But this is a
drop of ambrosia and nectar!" the

Homeric verses report. The
Cyclops pays homage to the
drink, which he just can't resist

.

Polifemo 02
. Ceramic Barrel 650l cod. CL008
. Stainless steel lid cod. CL116
. Wine taster cod. CL117
. Glass filler cod. CL112
. Powder coated steel support
. Stainless steel lower door cod. CL116
. Drain with valve 40 DIN
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PRECISION IS NOT A DETAIL.
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OCEANO
Clayver 2300l

. Ceramic Vat 2300l cod. CL009
. Upper lid diameter 600 mm
. Two-way vent
. Stainless steel side door 400x300 mm
. Two valves DIN 50
. Weight: 2200 kg

An ocean of wine: the largest option in the
Clayver catalogue.
The combination of stoneware, stainless
steel and cement gives life to an octagonal-shaped vat that is a product of great
quality. In addition to the many benefits of
the Clayver stoneware interior, namely the
porosity of the material, absence of leaks,
simplified washing, and thermal insulation,
there are also the advantages of cement,
which is not in contact with the wine.
The latter guarantees mass, thermal insulation and structure for large volumes.
Finally, the partial use of stainless steel and
standard components guarantees cleaning
and sealing operations

.
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ACCESSORIES FOR CLAYVER BARRELS
GLASS AND STEEL LIDS

. Rings with clamps for
stainless steel lid
cod. CL104

The accessories for Clayver Ceramic Barrels are
available separately or
can be purchased in the
configurations proposed

. Glass lid
cod. CL103
. O-ring for glass lid

. Full stainless steel lid
for vertical barrel
cod. CL115
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.

for the various types of
ceramic containers

. Stainless steel lid
complete for horizontal barrel
cod. CL114

. Stainless steel lid
for vertical barrel
cod. CL116

ACCESSORIES FOR CLAYVER BARRELS
CAPS, VALVES AND FILLERS
. Vertical wine taster
cod. CL117

. Silicone
expansion cap
in combination with
all the configurations

. Expansion cap
with knob
in combination with
all the configurations

. Two-way valve
cod. CL118

. Glass filler
cod. CL112
. Large Glass filler
cod. CL119

. Drain with
valve 32 DIN
cod. CL105

. Horizontal wine taster
cod. CL109
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ACCESSORIES FOR CLAYVER BARREL
SINGLE SUPPORTS

Clayver supports vary
in relation to the various
according to the capacity configurations of the
of the Ceramic Barrels.
ceramic containers.
They can be purchased
separately or configured

. Stainless steel support
cod. CL201
for Clayver 250l and 400l

. Single Horizontal support
in powder coated aluminum
cod. CL108
for Clayver 400l

. Single Horizontal stainless support
in powder coated aluminum
cod. CL108
for Clayver 400l
. Optional pair of rollers
for single support
cod. E426
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. Optional rollers for
single support cod. E216

ACCESSORIES FOR CLAYVER BARREL
TRIO SUPPORTS

Three types of supports
for the Clayver TRIO of
ceramic barrels.
The barrels can be configured with the Orizzonte

400l and placed in the
cellar in a functional and
innovative system

.

. TRIO support in
powder coated aluminum
cod. CL107

. TRIO support in
powder coated aluminum
cod. CL107
. Optional TRIO support rollers

. TRIO Oxoline support
cod. CL110
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PRICE LIST SUMMARY
pp. 19-25

Clayver LUNA 250l (cod. CL003)

pp. 27-33

Clayver GALATEA 400l (cod. CL005)

pp. 35-39

Clayver ORIZZONTE 400l (cod. CL007)

pp. 40-43

Clayver TRIO (cod. CL006) Completo

p. 55

TRIO Support (cod. CL107)

p. 55

TRIO Oxoline Support (cod. CL110)

p. 54

Single Horizontal stainless support powder coated aluminum (CL108)

p. 54

Stainless steel support (cod. CL201)

p. 54

Optional rollers for single support (E426/E216)

p. 53

Drain with valve 32 DIN (cod. CL105)

p. 53

Rings with Clamps for Stainless Steel Lid (cod. CL104)

p. 53

Glass lid (cod. CL103)

p. 53

Full Stainless Steel for Horizontal Clayver (cod. CL114)

p. 53

Full Stainless Steel Lid for Vertical Clayver (cod. CL115)

p. 53

Stainless Steel Lid for Vertical Clayver (cod. CL116)

p. 53

Horizontal Wine Taster (cod. CL109)

p. 53

Vertical Wine Taster (cod. CL117)

p. 53

Two-way valve (cod. CL118)

p. 44

Customized Logo (*)

(*) The logo shall be provided in pdf

Color option

or jpeg format with adequate resolu-

Glass filler (cod. CL112)

tion and real size. CLAYVER is in any

Large glass filler (cod. CL119)

case free to verify and not accept a

Eavesdropper (cod. CL113)

design that is difficult to realise.

Flat gasket
O-ring for glass lid
Packaging
Packaging TRIO
Shipping 250I
Shipping 4001
Shipping Isole
Shipping TRIO
Shipping TRIO RC, Sicilia e Sardegna
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pp. 45-49

Clayver POLIFEMO 650l Complete (cod. CL008)
Shipping
Packaging
Color option
Shipping Europe

p. 51

Clayver OCEANO 2300I Vat (cod. CLO09)
Shipping
Shipping Europe
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Via alla Costa 14
Vado Ligure (SV)
Unità produttiva civico 14-16
telephone: +39 019 2162135
email: info@clayver.it
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